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Air-Spray
the present and the future in crop protection

lower environmental impact
great canopy coverage

plant protection products usage reduction

well-timed and effective spraying
extended spraying range

quick costs recover

the choice of professionals

air-assisted spraying system
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Air-Spray
the choice of professionals

BEST CANOPY COVERAGE
BEST PERSISTENCY ON LEAVES

LOWER PPP ENVIRONMENT DISPERSION

Air-Spray
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Toselli air-assisted AirSpray system has been developed in many years 
of succesful experiences in lots of different spraying conditions.
The very best feature is the ability to provide increased performan-
ces in any working conditions; thanks to various possible adjustments 
and settings, users are able to get the best performances in spraying 
high-canopy crops, post-emergency and nude soil as well.

The adjustable sleeves in combination with right spraying tip choice, 
provide the best canopy penetration and coverage, reducing in the 
meanwhile the “out of target” PPP dispersions.
Right setting of air intensity/angle combined with air-induction 
spraying tips use is a great anti-drift weapon, allowing a very impor-
tant “in-time spraying” option.

With AirSpray also half-boom spraying operations are possible; many 
boom settings and foldings are allowed without any unwanted air 
shut-off.

All AirSpray air-assisted systems are equipped with tractor-indepen-
dent hydraulics and proportional valves for remote air angle and in-
tensity adjustments; all AirSpray commands are located in the main 
sprayer dashboard, inside tractor cabin.

AirSpray is available exclusively on Toselli sprayers in 2 versions:

AirSpray 620 for booms 12 mts. to 21 mts. (max. power 15 HP)
AirSpray 820 for booms 18 mts. to 28 mts. (max. power 35 HP)


